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ABSTRACT 

A fiber optic local area network has been built between the 

Lunar and Planetary laboratory and the Steward Observatory at the 

University of Arizona, Tucson. The fiber optic network components are 

composed of the VICOM image processing computer, a pair of HP 39301A 

fiber optic multiplexers, a pair of serial/parallel multiplexers, a 

500 meter 12 strand bundled fiber optic cable, a RS-232/RS-422 

converter, and a Data General MV/10000 computer system. 

The fiber optic network is responsible for image data 

exchanges and interactive computing between the VICOM image processing 

computer and the Data General MV/IOOOO computer. A pair of serial 

multiplexers are responsible for transmitting the data through the 

fiber optic cable. HP 39301A fiber optic multiplexers were 

constructed to handle the link between the Data General MV/IOOOO 

computer's RS-422 serial boards at the Steward Observatory and the 16 

RS-232C ports on the VICOM at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory. 

Since the serial ports on the MV/IOOOO observe the RS-422 signal 

standard, a RS-232C/RS-422 converter is responsible for converting the 

signal between a HP 39301A fiber optic multiplexer and the MV/IOOOO 

computer. 

X 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thesis Objective 

The objective of this project is to implement a fiber optic 

local area network between an image processing computer located at the 

Lunar and Planetary laboratory at the University of Arizona and a Data 

General MV/10000 at the Steward Observatory, the University of 

Arizona, Tucson. The network is composed of the VICOM image 

processing computer, a pair of HP 39301A serial multiplexers, 500 

meters of 12-strand bundled fiber optic cable, a 16 ports RS-232/RS-

422 converter and the Data General MV/10000 computer. The major 

designs in this network are the 16 ports RS-232/RS-422 converter, a 

parallel/serial multiplexer and the installation of the fiber optic 

cable. The VICOM is located in the computer room at the Lunar and 

Planetary Laboratory and the Data General MV/IOOOO computer is located 

on the 3th floor of the Steward Observatory. The implementation 

represents the communication between the VICOM and the MV/IOOOO 

through the fiber optic link along the university steam tunnel. The 

project is not only to design the electronic interfaces between one 

machine and another and test the link, but also to physically install 

the fiber optic cable in the steam tunnel. The fiber optic cable 

installation is based on the physical characteristics of the fiber 

optic cable and the rules provided by the Physical Resource Department 

1 
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at the University. A pair of serial multiplexers provide the 

capability to read and write data between the VICOM and the MV/10000. 

A RS-232/422 converter is located at the back of the MV/10000 that 

provides the signal conversion between the RS-232C standard used by 

the serial multiplexers and RS-422 standard used by the Data General 

MV/10000. Figure 1,1 shows the signal conversion between the serial 

multiplexer and the MV/10000. 

1.2 Background 

The greatest attraction of fiber optic networks is the 

bandwidth of light transmission from one node to another. Light in 

the visible and near-visible spectrum has characteristic frequencies 

so high that they are rarely discussed as such: hundreds of gigahertz 

(GHz), or billion of cycles per second. According to theory, a 

carrier wave composed of these high frequencies can transmit 

meaningful information at a tremendous rate (which is 100 Mbps in this 

fiber optic cable); the Nyquist limit for the fastest-changing signal 

a carrier wave can convey in a perfect medium is one-half of the 

carrier's frequency. Light, channeled by a fiber-optic waveguide, 

offers the great communication capacity modern technology increasingly 

demands. Even microprocessor-based equipment, such as VICOM image 

processing system, can use optical fibers to good advantages because 

of their immunity to electromagnetic interference and fast 

transmission rate. 

1.3 Approach 
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In the Spring of 1985 it was determined that some form of large 

scale communications capability was required between the Lunar and 

Planetary laboratory and Steward Observatory's MV/10000 computer. 

Since the exact nature and load of this planned connection was not 

know at the time it was decided to try and implement a network sure to 

be both flexible enough for nearly anything and powerful enough to be 

able to grow with our, as yet unforseen, needs. During the next year 

all types of networks and point to point connections schemes were 

explored and were rejected as being either too costly or unable to 

meet our power/flexibility needs. The decision to attempt the 

connection using an optical fiber was made because of the fact that 

the cost was competitive and, although the fiber was fast even then, 

the fiber offered the greatest possibility for expansion as the 

technology was fairly new and the outlook for technical progress very 

good. 

The major components list of the Fiber Optic Network: 

1. 500 meters of 12-strand graded-index multimode fiber 
optic cable. 

2. A pair of HP 39301A serial fiber optic multiplexers. 

3. Different numbers of conductors twisted-pair cable. 

4. 100 meters of 50-conductor trunk cable. 

5. 4 SMA type of fiber optic connectors. 

6. A HFBR-2404 fiber optic receiver. 

7. A HFBR-1402 fiber optic transmitter. 

8. RS-232C male/female connectors with D-shell. 

9. RS-232/RS-422 converter (see CHAPTER 4.4). 
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10. Parallel/serial multiplexers (see CHAPTER 5). 

These are described in the later chapters. 

1.4 Network Topology Overview 

Figure l.Aa gives a conceptual overview of our network. The 

network is essentially a simple point-to-point connection, for more 

details see Figure 1.4b. The figure is focused on the lower part of 

the Figure 1.4a which gives more details about the network connection 

from both HP 39301A multiplexers. The 8 of the RS-232 ports can be 

spit into 16 terminal ports (see CHAPTER 4). There is a 50-conductor 

trunk cable connected to the HP 39301A MUX. Terminals are connected 

to this trunk cable is a multi-dropped fashion. However, the transmit 

and receive signals of each terminal are still based on the node-to-

node connection between a terminal and one out of sixteen of the MUX'S 

ports. 

The further work of this fiber optic network system will 

eventually use on Ethernet. The bus network topology will be applied 

to this situation, (see CHAPTER 6) 
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CHAPTER 2 

VICOM DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSOR 

The VICOM Digital Image Processor is a unique combination of 

general-purpose computational and dedicated image processing elements 

embedded in a modular, bus-oriented architecture. With VICOM, 

relatively complex image processing algorithms can be executed 

extremely rapidly by a sequence of point, ensemble, spatial and 

morphological operations. In addition, VICOM contains an internal 16-

bit microcomputer, running a disk operating system, which provides the 

user with assembly and higher level languages for algorithm 

development and customized processor control. 

The VICOM software package consists of the operating system, 

software and the VICOM Image Processor Software (VIPS). VICOM uses an 

adaptation of the Motorola VERSAdos operating system that includes the 

following software packages: 

RMS-68K operating system kernel 
utilities package 
text editor 
linker 
structured assembler 
Pascal compiler 
FORTRAN compiler 

VIPS is a layered, multi-featured software system designed for 

interactive and real-time image processing. VIPS provides a user-

oriented, high-level interactive image processing language and a 

powerful programming environment that greatly simplifies the 

8 
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development of image processing application software for custom 

systems. 

2.1 Image Processing System 

When VICOM is connected to its support peripherals, an image 

processing system is created. The addition of these peripherals 

creates a truly stand-alone system, offering not only a full range of 

image processing functions but also program generation and general 

purpose computational capabilities. 

2.1.1 Functional Description 

The VICOM Digital Image Processor can be separated 

functionally into two operational segments: 

1. A microcomputer system 

2. An image processor 

The microcomputer is based on the Motorola MC68000 

microprocessor running the VERSAdos operating system. The 

microcomputer performs the system control functions associated with a 

computer: 

File handling 

I/O handling 

Program development and execution 

In addition, the microcomputer is used as a computational 

element during certain image processing functions. These functions 

can be classed into four basic areas: 

Acquisition 
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Storage 

Processing 

Display-

Each of these areas is discussed in more detail later in this 

section. The control of the hardware is provided by the VICOM Image 

Processing Software (VIPS). VIPS is an application software that runs 

under the operating system. 

2.1.2 Main System Architecture 

VICOM uses a bus structure in which image memory, dedicated 

processors, and a 16-bit microcomputer are interconnected in a modular 

fashion. The dedicated processors perform: 

1. Point operations, such as contrast modification, on each pixel 
of an image with a look-up table (LUT); 

2. Ensemble operations, such as subtraction, between images with 
an ALU; 

3. Spatial operations, such as convolution, with a two-
dimensional array processor; 

4. Morphological operations, such as erosion, dilation and 
skeletonization. 

With VICOM, relatively complex image processing algorithms can 

be executed extremely rapidly by a sequence of point, ensemble, 

spatial, and morphological operations, combined with general purpose 

computations as needed. In addition, VICOM's internal 16-bit 

microcomputer provides the user with assembly and higher level 

languages for algorithm development and customized processor control. 

Figure 2.1.2 shows a diagram of the VICOM-VDP architecture. 

All VICOM functions are implemented by use of software commands 



Figure 2.1.2 VICOM-VDP Architecture 
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issued interactively by a user on VICOM's terminal or by a procedure 

of subroutine calls in an application program. 

2.1.3 Bus Structure and Network Overview 

VICOM contains two major buses; 

1. The microcomputer bus, which is electrically and 
physically designed to the Motorola VERSAbus standard; 

2. The high-speed VICABUS image bus. 

VERSAbus is composed of 16-bit parallel data bus, a 24-bit 

address bus, and a control bus. All VICOM microcomputer system boards 

are connected to the VERSAbus, whose data lines, address lines and 

many control lines are cross-connected to the VICABUS image memory, 

display buffers, look-up tables and control registers into the 

microcomputer address space. Figure 2.1.3a shows the VICOM memory 

map. The VICABUS is a set of high speed image buses that interconnect 

the image memory, dedicated processors, and other image processing 

elements of VICOM. Figure 2.1.3b shows the VICABUS architecture for 

the VDP configuration. Each image memory circuit board has the three 

read ports that are connected to the A, B and C buses. Data can be 

read from the same row of three separate images : row(m-l), row(m), 

row(m+l) onto the A, B, C buses. 

For look-up table operations in the point processor, image data 

enters from the A bus and exits onto the W bus for writing into a 

destination image. For point processor ALU operations between images, 

image data enters on the A and B buses. 

In its 3X3 pixel convolution mode of operation, the array 

processor accepts three consecutive rows of data from the same input 
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image onto the A, B and C buses. For temporal or multispectral 

operations, the array processor accepts data from the same row of 

three different images on the A, B and C buses. Finally, for 

multiplication of a pair of images by the array processor, the input 

data enters from the A and C buses. 

For monochrome image display, the image data are transferred at 

the pipeline rate from image memory to display buffer #2 via the B 

bus. For color image display, the red image component goes to display 

buffer #1 via the A bus, the green component to display buffer #2 via 

the B bus, and the blue component to display buffer #3 via the C bus. 

All bus transfers are simultaneous. Data in the display 

buffers are transferred via 60-pin parallel ribbon cable buses to the 

display generator at a digital video rate of approximately 13.5 MHz. 

2.2 Acauistlon System 

There are two acquisition systems available in VICOM-VDP: 

The Video Input Digitizer (VID), which is for analog video 

acquisition only, and the Video Acquisition Processor (VAP), which 

provides both analog and digital acquisition along with real-time 

feedback processing. The acquisition clock rate for the VAP is 

selectable over a range from DC to 13.5 MHz. 

2.2.1 VID (Video Input Digitizer) 

The VID has up to three channels of analog video acquisition of 

each board. Figure 2.2.1 shows a block diagram of a VID. Each 

channel takes the incoming video signal through a black level clamp 
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and an (optional) anti-alias filter before entering the analog-to-

digital converter. The synchronizing buffer is used to match the 

incoming video rate to the internal 10 MHz bus clock rate. There are 

four possible sources for clocking the A/D converters: 

1. Two on-board crystals 

2. Phase locked loop circuitry driven by an external S3mc or 
sync stripped off a composite video input on channel 1 

3. An external clock source 

2.2.2 VAF (Video Acquisition Processor) 

The VAP performs two different types of functions: 

1. Digital video acquisition 

2. Real-time processing of an acquisition image with a 
reference image (or constant value) 

The Figure 2.2.2 shows a block diagram of the VAP. 

The VAP accepts 16-bit digital input at clock rates from DC to 

video rate (13.5 MHz). The acquisition input is via the D bus, 

through a synchronizing buffer used to match the acquisition rate to 

the internal bus clock rate. 

Referring to the block diagram, when an image is a acquired, 

there are two paths: normal acquisition through the subsampler and 

LUT3 to the internal buses, or processed acquisition through the 

subsampler and LTJT2 to one side of the ALU. (Both the subsampler and 

the LUTs are bypassable under software control.) The other input to 

the ALU comes from a reference image via the C bus (or from the 

constant or zero register). ALU operation is selected by software 

command with region of interest control available. The following 
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paragraphs describe major blocks in the diagram (Figure 2.2.2). 

Subsampler - subsamples the acquired image by pixel averaging at 
factors of 1:2, 1:4, and 1:8. Note the interlace 
mode, the subsampler selects data from only one 
field. 

LUTs - standard 12-bit in, 16-bit out look-up tables that can be 
loaded with any of the available point operations. 

ALU - performs sixteen functions between an acquired image and a 
reference image (or constant value). 

Region of interest - a region of interest is a user defined area 
in a graphics overlay of the reference 
image. The region of interest controls the 
ALU and LUT functions performed inside and 
outside region of interest. The ALU 
functions are selected via the video 
feedback processing set-up command in the 
VIPS. 

2.3 Image Storage 

VICOM provides both internal and external image storage. 

Internal storage exists in VICOM's image memory. Two types of 

external storage are available: real-time video disk and image files 

on SMD type disk drives. 

2.3.1 Image Memory 

Images are stored in random access memory designated as image 

memory. All pixels in image memory are directly mapped and are 

uniquely addressable in the address space of the microcomputer. 

The physical image memory has a modular design, allowing custom 

configuration in two aspects: image memory size and pixel depth. 

Physical image size is built up by adding adjacent 1024 x 1024 

stacks of memory, up to four stacks. A stack consists of from 1 to 4 
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memory circuit boards (depending on the desired pixel depth of the 

stack). 

Pixel depth is incremented in 4-bit (nibble) steps up to a 

maximvun depth of 16-bit (four nibbles). Each image memory circuit 

board holds one nibble of pixel depth. Figure 2.3.1a shows the 

standard pixelnibble designation. The A nibble is most significant. 

All image memory circuit boards are electrically identical. 

Depending on the desired memory configuration, a memory board either 

increments the image memory size or the pixel depth. This function is 

determined by the position of the circuit board in the chassis. Image 

memory circuit boards can be repositioned, allowing easy rearranging 

of memory configuration. For example, with four memory boards, image 

memory could be configured as: 

four 1024 X 1024 stacks with 4-bit pixel depth; 

a single 1024 x 1024 stack with 16-bit pixel depth; 

two 1024 X 1024 stacks with 8-bit pixel depth. 

Figure 2.3.1b depicts a full image memory configuration of four 

complete stacks (16 circuit boards). 

Image memory can be configured with non-contiguous nibbles. 

For example, it is possible to have circuit boards in position for 

nibbles A, B, and D, but not C. If a circuit board is not in place, 

that nibble is seen logically as a nibble whose bits are set to zero. 

The logical image depends on the physical image size (as 

determined by the number and positioning of the circuit boards). The 

VICOM allows image memory to be logically configured to any 
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rectangular array size of height J and width K with the constraint 

that 32 < J, K < 2048 (in powers of two). Figure 2.3.1c shows 

different logical image size assignments. 

Logical image size is determined by a VIPS command. The 

default image size is 512 x 512. Note that pixel depth is not a 

factor in determining logical image size. The number of stacks 

determine possible J, K values. Using the example from above of four 

circuit boards: 

(a) in the first case, four stacks allow a maximum logical 
image size of 2048 x 2048; 

(b) in the second case, one stack allows a maximum logical 
image size of 1024 x 1024; 

(c) in the third case, two stacks allow a maximum logical 
image size of 1024 x 2048. 

In a fully configured image memory, using the default logical 

image size, sixteen 512 x 512 images can be stored, with a 16-bit 

pixel depth for all images. Logical images are referred to by 

consecutive number, starting with 1. 

2.3.2 Pixel Definition 

Pixels can be represented as 16-bit integer numbers for logical 

and graphics operations or as 16-bit two's complement nvunbers for 

arithmetic operations. In two's complement form, each pixel is 

represented as: 

S . M(l) M(2) M(15) 

where S is the sign bit (0 = positive, 1 = negative) and M(ra) are the 
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magnitude bits. 

An imaginary binary point is shown inserted after the sign bit. 

With this representation, all pixels are scaled in amplitude between 

plus and minus one. Zero amplitude (black) is usually denoted as 0.0 

and full amplitude (white) as 1.0. The negative range accommodates 

images produced by subtractive processes. Figure 2.3.2 shows standard 

pixel formats. 

Pixel values are normally acquired in unsigned integer format. 

All arithmetic operations, however, are performed in two's complement 

format. Integer format pixel values must be converted to two's 

complement format before arithmetic processing is performed. 

The inverse transformation from two's complement to integer 

mode is performed by a point processor command. The default output 

transformation assumes two's complement pixel format. 

2.3.3 Graphics 

VICOM supports image associated graphics by software 

designation of the D nybble of the pixels in an image as four single 

bit graphic overlays. 

When graphics are display enabled, any information in a 

graphics overlay has display priority over the image information in 
\ 

the upper 12-bits of the image. In addition, the four overlays have 

priority among themselves, with overlay 1 having highest display 

priority. Figure 2.3.3 illustrates the concept of overlays. 

Note that from the viewer's perspective, any information in 

overlay 1 block out all information "behind" it. The same is true for 
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each succeeding overlay. It is possible, by software command, to not 

display graphic data (i.e., make it transparent) in a selected 

overlay. This capability allows viewing of lower priority overlays. 

2.4 Pipeline Image Processor 

The pipeline image processor executes image processing 

algorithms on images stored in image memory. Most image processing 

algorithms can be decomposed into a sequence of primitive operators 

involving point, ensemble, spatial and morphological processing for 

efficient execution in the recursive pipeline structure shown in 

Figure 2.4. 

In this structure, the microcomputer initializes the pipeline 

controller and one of the processors. A source image is read 

sequentially from image memory, and the pixel stream is directed to a 

processor. The processed image is then stored in a destination image 

in image memory. A single pass of the pipeline processor is executed 

in approximately 0.033 second for 512 x 512 pixel image. 

The pipeline controller is a discrete logic state machine that 

accepts a microcode control program from the microcomputer. The 

controller then sequentially steps through the instructions, granting 

bus access to image memory and the processors. On completion of a 

process, the pipeline controller generates an interrupt to the 

microcomputer, which then resumes program control. 

2.5 VICOM DMA I/O Functional Description 

The VICOM is based on the Motorola MC68000 VERSAbus system, 
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which is a special purpose system explicitly designed for digital 

image processing. The hardware and software are specifically designed 

to meet the needs of multiple users while providing a significant 

increase in functionality over the previous, single user, single 

processing, hardware/software configuration. 

2.5.1 Standard Considerations 

Most mass storage devices connected to the VERSAbus communicate 

with the CPU and main memory through the use of Direct Memory Access 

(DMA). DMA refers to the technique whereby a coprocessor, 

specifically designed to handle the transfer of blocks of memory to or 

from the device controller, can handle memory operations where it is 

known to the operating system that the attention of the CPU is not 

necessary. This means that when a controller board for a mass storage 

device needs to transfer either a portion of memory to the device 

controller or from the device to memory it need not request the 

attention of the CPU. The DMA board has the capability of 

transferring data between arbitrary locations in main memory and the 

device controller without asking the CPU to divert its attention from 

whatever task it is executing. Since, for the most part, only one 

device can control the system bus at any one time the DMA controller 

will either lock out the CPU during the time it requires the system 

bus or it will, more commonly, interleave its bus transfer requests 

between the CPU's bus requests. 

Since the main goal of a multi-processing operation system is 

the fair and efficient service of executing processes, any isolation 
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and separate execution of functions applicably (related by 

application) related to the goal at hand can only serve to enhance the 

performance and usefulness of the system as a whole. The goal of the 

VICOM system is the efficient and fast execution of functions related 

to digital image processing and the this is achieved by use of a 

separate image processor explicitly deigned to accommodate 

manipulations of image memory. The capacity of the system can be 

increased both by the utilization of the CPU, and the overall 

throughout of the system by taking advantage of the inherent parallel 

nature of our system. The image processing back end of the system 

communicates with the CPU through shared memory and a software 

triggered CPU trap. In order to communicate with the image processor, 

we simply set up a formatted block of memory, formatted with the 

proper request, and execute a TRAP #7 to the 68000 processor. The 

VICOM image processing system hardware is designed to respond to the 

trap. 

2.5.2 Usages of DHA 

If running processes queue (first in/first out) their requests 

for I/O with the device controllers and leave the actual, physical 

execution of the I/O request to the controller, the DMA hardware can 

be used to avoid interruption of the CPU for a large majority of I/O 

requests. As the device driver maintains a queue of I/O requests, the 

completion of previous requests will still be handled in the correct 

order. The interrupt handler will simply place the requests onto the 

end of the "wait" queue. In a time-sharing operating system, this 
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scheme has the advantage of surrendering control of the CPU whenever, 

due to an I/O request, the CPU would be required to wait in order to 

complete another operation. The VICOM image processing system takes 

particularly efficient in its use of the DMA. in its ability to 

manipulate multiple frames of image memory. Most commands to the 

image processor take the form of an operation, a source frame and 

destination frame. The processor can manage up to 8 512x512x16 bits 

of data simultaneously. The frames are indexed as 1-8 and are known 

internally to the image processor so that no explicit reference to 

addresses are necessary. 



CHAPTER 3 

FIBER OFTIC CABLE CHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 Guiding Properties of Fibers 

3.1.1 Optical Waveguides Concept 

In an optical fiber, light goes in one end and comes out the 

other, no matter how many twists and turns the fiber makes along its 

length. This defies our everyday experience that light travels in 

straight lines. The fiber can perform this feat because its designers 

have carefully applied a phenomenon that is a cousin to refraction; 

total internal reflection. 

Refraction occurs because light moves faster through some 

materials than through others. (It moves at its well-known 186,280 

mile-per-second speed only in a vacuum.) In the simple case of a 

glass-to-air interface, a light wavefront within the glass 

(represented in Figure 3.1.1a in simplified form as a ray) approaching 

the boundary at a relatively steep angle has its direction changed as 

it suddenly encounters a region where it can travel at a faster speed. 

The amount of change In the refracted angle varies as a function of 

the incident angle up to a certain critical angle (about 42.5 degree 

for glass/air). If the angle at which the incident ray approaches the 

boundary is lower than this critical angle, the light is reflected 

back into the glass at an angle of reflection equal to the angle of 
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incidence. 

An optical fiber consists of a cylindrical inner core and outer 

concentric shell, the cladding. (The cladding is usually enveloped by 

protective outer layers, but these play no functional role.) The core 

is made of transparent glass (or sometimes plastic) with a relatively 

high index of refraction; the cladding, of glass with a relatively 

lower index. Light enters from one end, and internal reflection 

occurs at the core/cladding interface, just as in the glass/air 

boundary in the example, letting the light emerge from the other end 

as if the fiber were a pipe. (A typical core/cladding critical angle 

is 8.5 degrees.) 

Optical-fiber waveguides are made in two major classifications, 

one of which is subdivided into two varieties. The major division is 

between fibers that convey light in single or multiple modes, where a 

mode can be thought of as a group of rays bouncing through the 

waveguide at a given incidence/reflectance angle. The multimode 

fibers are differentiated by the profile of the refraction index 

across the fiber's diameter. Figure 3.1.1b shows the three kinds of 

fibers. The step-index multimode fiber (a) features an abrupt 

transition of refraction index at the core/cladding boundary. The 

graded-index multimode fiber (b) exhibits an index of refraction that 

reaches a peak in the center of the core and gradually tapers off to a 

constant lower value in the cladding. The single-mode fiber (c) has a 

step-index profile, but is distinguished by its much smaller core size 

and by a smaller difference in index between the core and the 

cladding. 
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Light propagation in the step-index multimode fiber is depicted 

in Figure 3.1.1c. Only rays of light that enter the fiber passing 

through the longitudinal axis within a certain solid angle, the angle 

of acceptance, are able to travel within the core. Three modes are 

shown in Figure 3.1.1b; in reality, hundreds of discrete modes 

typically propagate in a single fiber. Figure 3.1.1c also illustrates 

the major limitation of step-index fibers. The low-order modes, those 

launched into the fiber at small angles with respect to the axis, 

travel a shorter ray distance to reach a given point along the fiber 

than do the high-order modes, those launched at large angles. This 

effect, called intermodal distortion, or "modal time dispersion," 

constricts the bandwidth of the cable; waves that start out at the 

same instant arrive out of sync at the other end. It smears out any 

signal waveforms that have been modulated on the light. 

Another area of disturbance, intramodal time distortion, is 

manifested in two ways: as material dispersion, resulting from the 

slightly different indices of refraction that the fiber presents to 

different wavelengths of light (essentially the same problem that 

causes chromatic aberration in lenses) and waveguide dispersion, 

resulting from the inherently longer path taken by longer wavelengths, 

which reflect at more oblique angles with the cladding. Taking into 

account all these factors, optical fibers are assigned dispersion 

ratings expressed either in bandwidth-megahertz (MHz) per kilometer-

or in time spread - nanoseconds per kilometer. 

Graded-index fibers were developed to overcome these 

limitations. The refraction index changes gradually across the core's 
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diameter to guide the various modes along curved paths, as shown in 

Figure 3.1.Id. Because the index of refraction is essentially an 

expression of the speed at which light travels in a material, the 

gradation of index reduce the delay suffered by the high-order modes: 

although they zigzag nearer the cladding, they travel more swiftly in 

that region and thus do not fall behind the low-order modes, which 

meander less but travel mainly in the slow lane in the middle of the 

core. 

Single-mode fibers are not, however, inherently immune to 

intramodal delay distortion, but one property of silica glass provides 

a convenient means of avoiding it. In the visible spectrum of light, 

material dispersion causes longer wavelengths to travel faster than 

shorter ones. But down in the near-infrared region around wavelengths 

of 1.1 to 1.3 microns, the opposite begins to happen: longer 

wavelengths begin to travel slower. At some wavelength the material 

and waveguide dispersions meet and cancel each other out; this is the 

zero-dispersion point (ZDP). The ZDP occurs naturally in pure silica 

glass at 1.27 microns. Since in principle single-mode fibers work 

with a single coherent wavelength, one way to exploit the ZDP is to 

find a laser that emits light at 1.27 microns. The characteristics of 

the three types of fiber-optic waveguide are summarized in Table 

3.1.1. Although the single-mode cable has the greatest potential, the 

multimode types are easier to work with and have cheaper support 

circuitry (see Chapter 5). 'In view of this, multimode types will 

probably continue to dominate in applications that require less than 

the ultimate bandwidth and efficiency. (Currently a single-mode 
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Step-Index Graded-Index Single-Mode 

Light Source LED or Laaer LED or Laser Laser 

Bandwidth Wide 
(but under 200 MHz/km) 

Veni Wide 
(200 MHz tp ; GHz/km) 
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Splicing Difficult Difficult Very Difficult 
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Computer 
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Core Diameter 
(nrtlcrons] 50-125 50-125 2 - 1 0  

Cladding Diameter 
(Microna) 125-440 125- 140 15-60 

AttenuatlDH 
(dBm/l<nr») 10-50 7- 15 0.2-2 

Numerical Aperture 0.22 - 0.48 0.16-0.21 less than 0.12 

Table 3.1.1 Comparslan of the Three Kinds of Optic fibers 
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system costs approximately ten times as much as a multimode system.) 

Based on the above reason, we chose the multimode fiber cable. But in 

spite of the costs and the difficulties encovmtered in working with 

them, single-mode fiber-optic cables, with their undeniable 

advantages, are carving out an increasing slice of the long-distance, 

wideband conmunication pie. 

3.1.2 Mode Concept 

The concept of a "mode" is the most basic one in the wave 

theory of optical fibers. It is a cylinder made of dielectric 

materials. A central region, the core, is usually protected by a 

jacket. Figure 3.1.2a is a schematic representation of an optical 

fiber. This is only one of the optical fibers of the twelve optical 

fibers in a bundle. The optical characteristics of the fiber are 

determined by its refractive index distribution which is usually 

circularly symmetric and depends only on the radial coordinate r as 

indicated by the notation n(r). 

The refractive index distribution of optical fibers can assume 

many shapes. In step-index fibers the refractive index assumes the 

constant value nĵ  in the core and a lower value ng in the cladding so 

that we have 

n(r) -

nĵ  for r < 0 

(1) 

no for r > 0 

with nĵ  > ng and with "a" indicating the core radius. 
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Graded-index fibers have refractive index distributions that 

vary throughout the core but are usually constant in the cladding 

region. It is sometimes convenient to express the refractive index in 

the fiber core as a power law (Appendix A). The index distribution of 

a graded-index fiber may then be written 

n(r) - 1^ 
n]̂  [ 1 - 2(r/a)S ]V2 for r < a 

( 2 )  
no for r > a 

The constant A is the relative - index difference between the value nĵ  

on axis and the value of the cladding index ng 

ni2 - nô  ni - xiq 

A - ;  (3) 
2ni^ nĵ  

and g is the exponent of the power law. Values of g very close to two 

have special significance for multimode fiber of low dispersion. 

Electromagnetic light fields traveling in the fiber or being 

scattered by the fiber can be expressed as superpositions of simpler 

field configurations - the modes of the fiber. The time dependence of 

monochromatic light fields of radian frequency w is given by the 

factor ê ^̂ . The fields of fiber modes have, in addition, a simple 

dependence on the longitudinal z-coordinate that can be expressed in 

the form The combined factor describes a mode 

traveling in positive z direction. For guided modes the propagation 

constants Bg cannot assume arbitrary values; instead their values are 

obtained as solutions of an eigenvalue equation that follows from the 
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requirement that the mode field must satisfy Maxwell's equations and 

certain boundary conditions (see Appendix B). The finite number of 

possible propagation constants fall within the range 

nok < iPgl < n^k. (4) 

The subscript g indicates that B belongs to a guided mode. The 

constant k is the propagation constant of the plane waves in vacuum. 

In addition to guided modes there are a continuum of ungulded 

or radiation modes that, together with the guided modes, form a 

complete orthogonal set of modes (refer to Appendix C) which can be 

used to express any field configuration as a sum over guided modes 

plus an integral over a continuum of radiation modes. The propagation 

constant of the propagation radiation modes falls within the range 

-ngk < p < no^-

There are also evanescent radiation modes with imaginary propagation 

constants in the range 

0 < ipi < oo. (6) 

However, they are of little importance because they do not carry power 

away from the optical waveguide. Figure 3.1.2b shows the B range of 

guided and radiation modes of dielectric waveguides. 

Optical fibers for communication purposes usually satisfy the 
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condition 

A « 1 (7) 

with defined by (3). Fibers with property (7) are called weakly 

guiding fiber; the propagation constants of their guided modes can be 

approximated by the equation 

pg = nok. (8) 

It can be shown that the fields of the guided modes of weakly guiding 

fibers are very nearly linearly polarized (LP modes) and that all 

field components can be obtained as derivatives of one dominant 

transverse component of the electric field vector. 

3.1.3 Bending Losses 

Dielectric waveguides cannot guide electromagnetic energy 

around bends without losing power by radiation. In practice, this 

bending loss may be negligibly small if the radius of curvature of the 

bend is sufficiently large. However, radiation is always emitted by a 

bent dielectric waveguide, and bending losses can become large if the 

guide is bent abruptly. Figure 3.1.3a and Table 3.1.3 show the 

bending situation of a fiber and the specification of the optical 

fiber cable. The reason for the occurrence of bending losses can be 

explained as follows. 

A portion of the energy of dielectric waveguides travels 
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outside of the core region. Far from cutoff, the fraction of energy 

that finds itself outside the waveguide core may be very small, but it 

is present nevertheless. The field outside the waveguide core is 

decaying exponentially in transverse direction to the waveguide axis. 

Mathematically, some finite amount of field energy can be found even 

at great distances. As the waveguide is bent, the planes of constant 

phase have the tendency to assume the shape that is schematically 

shown in Figure 3.1.3b. Close to the waveguide axis, the planes of 

constant phase (or phase fronts) move at the velocity that is typical 

for the propagation of the particular mode in the straight waveguide. 

This guide mode velocity is slower than the velocity of plane waves in 

the medium outside the waveguide core. As a matter of fact, the 

motion of the phase fronts can be pictured as if they were pivoted at 

the center of curvature and rotate around this center. It is thus 

apparent that the phase front velocity is smaller than the phase 

velocity of the mode in the straight guide on the side of the 

waveguide that is directed toward the center of curvature, while the 

phase front velocity is higher on the opposite side. At the critical 

distance, the phase front velocity equals the plane wave velocity in 

the medivun outside the waveguide. At this point, the exponentially 

decaying guided field is in trouble. Electromagnetic fields cannot be 

made to move faster than the characteristic velocity in the particular 

medium. The field circumvents this problem by detaching itself from 

the guided mode field and radiating into space. This explains, in a 

crude, qualitative way, why bent dielectric waveguides must lose power 

by radiation. Since we have already had some ideas of the bending 
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losses, more details of the mathematical treatment are discussed in 

Appendix D. 

3.2 Dispersion Properties of Fibers 

3.2.1 Introduction 

As a transmission meditmi for wide band communications, optical 

fibers are characterized by two important parameters: loss and 

dispersion. Loss determines how far a signal can travel in the fiber 

before it must be regenerated. However, the permissable repeater span 

is not only governed by fiber loss but is also limited by dispersion. 

The word dispersion is used to describe the tendency of the fiber to 

distort a light pulse (or light modulated with an analog signal) 

traveling through it. Since dispersion limits the spectral width of 

the modulation that a light wave can carry through the fiber, we also 

use the term "fiber bandwidth" (or simply bandwidth) to describe the 

dispersive property of the fiber. A fiber with high bandwidth can be 

used to transmit short pulses - it has high channel capacity. All 

optical fibers distort pulses (or analog signals) passing through 

them. If its length is short, the signal bandwidth that can be 

transmitted through the fiber is very large. But with increasing 

length signal distortion becomes more severe so that desired channel 

capacity limits the length over which a signal can be transmitted 

through the fiber. If long distances between repeaters are to be 

achieved, the fiber must simultaneously have low loss and high 

bandwidth. 
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3.2.2 Pulse Distortion in Single-Mode Fiber 

Dispersion in single node fibers is governed by a different 

mechanism than in multimode fibers. In single node fibers, dispersion 

is caused nainly by the dispersive properties of the fiber material 

and to a lesser extent by the waveguiding mechanism. The light energy 

of a pulse traveling in a single node fiber is spread over a certain 

spectral range, partly because of the Fourier spectxnim associated with 

the signal pulse itself, but also because the light source usually has 

a significant spectral vidth even before it is modulated. 

The arrival time of a light pulse transmitted through a fiber 

of length L is 

dp X dp 
t - L - - L - (3.2.2a) 

dw w d^' 

where p is the propagation constant of the mode and w the radian light 

frequency. If the carrier light has a spectral width which Is 

centered around 7^ and is broad compared to that of the detected pulse 

envelope, the pulse spread as a result of the change of '^p/dT* can 

be calculated from 

dt dt L 

d>> d** 2*c 

dp 
2 A — + 7v2 

d̂  dÂ  
(3.2.2b) 

where c is the vacuum speed of light. 

The propagation constant p is a function of x not only 

because the index changes with wavelength (material dispersion), but 

in addition because p is a function of a/r, where a is a core radius 
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(waveguide dispersion). In single-mode fibers material and waveguide 

dispersion are interrelated in a complicated way. By computing one in 

the absence of the other, we show that the material effect usually 

dominates. 

To compute the material dispersion, we assiime that the 

carrier is a plane wave propagating in a dielectric of index n(A). We 

have — 2Trn/x ; by inserting this into (3.2.2a), we obtain the group 

delay 

L 
t® 

c 

dn 
n - A — 

d̂  
(3.2.2c) 

The bracketed expression in (3.2.2c) is usually called the group index 

N - n - N(dn/dx) (3.2.2d) 

The pulse spread is determined by the derivative of the group delay 

with respect to wavelength: 

d" 

L d^n 
A 

c d>>^ 
(3.2.2e) 

The solid line in Figure 3.2.2 shows dt^/Ld^ for silica; the broken 

line holds for 13% germania and 87% silica. 

3.2.3 Dispersion in Hultlmode Fibers 

The multimode fiber, of course, exists the same mechanism. 

Each mode carries a portion of the pulse and spreads due to chromatic 
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dispersion. However, unless the multimode fiber is very carefully 

designed to achieve nearly optimxun delay equalization of its modes, 

the major contribution to pulse distortion in multimode fibers stems 

from the difference in the group delays of the many modes. This 

contribution to pulse distortion is called intermodal dispersion, or 

just modal dispersion for short. However, there is an interesting 

effect in multimode fibers that relates to material dispersion. It 

stems from the fact that the dispersive properties of dopant and host 

glasses are not the same. The undoped cladding and lightly doped 

outer regions of the fiber core have slightly different chromatic 

dispersion characteristics than the more heavily doped core center. 

As a consequence, the group delays of rays that travel near the core 

axis are different than those of rays that stay farther away from the 

axis. This effect would cause intermodal dispersion even if the group 

delays of all modes were perfectly equalized in the absence of 

chromatic dispersion or for a uniformly dispersive fiber material. 

This profile dispersion effect must be taken into account if high 

bandwidth is to be achieved in practical multimode fibers. 

The fact that optical fibers have finite bandwidth can easily 

be explained. Consider a multimode fiber that carries a light signal 

whose power is sinusoidally modulated. A given component of the 

signal in the detection current, contributed by a given mode, has a 

phase that depends on the phase of the modulating signal and on the 

group delay of the mode that carried that element of the signal to the" 

receiver. Since each mode has a slightly different phase delay the 

elements of the signal contributions of all the modes are not all 
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strictly in-phase. In fact, if the modulation frequency is 

sufficiently high, destructive interference must occur, while there is 

no destructive interference if the modulation frequency is 

sufficiently low. The frequency that causes the amplitude of the 

detected signal to drop to one half of the amplitude of a low 

frequency signal is defined as the fiber bandwidth. Chromatic 

dispersion has a similar, if lesser, influence on signal transmission 

through single mode fibers. 

There is a way to avoid intermodal distortion altogether. 

Careful selection of refraction index and core radius can create a 

waveguide that cuts off all angularly incident modes and enables 

propagation only straight down the center axis of the fiber. 

3.3 Cable Installation 

Figure 3.3 shows the whole cable plan of the tunnel route 

Steward Observatory/Lunar & Planetary Laboratory (SO/LPL). 

3.3.1 Description of the Cable Planning 

The fiber optics bundle is a single 500 meter cable with a 

diameter of 0.75 inches. Before the optical fiber cable is installed 

into the tunnel, a steel guide cable with diameter of 1/8 inches has 

been installed along the whole path in the tunnel. The optical fiber 

cable will be strapped to a steel guide cable for support after 

installation. The major friction points and obstacles are at either 

end of the run of the cable so the spool will be carried into the 

tunnel and the cable installed in three stages: 
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1. Next to the Planetarivun access tunnel, the Lunar & Planetary 
Laboratory (LPL) end of the cable will be carried off the 
spool and threaded eastward out of the tunnel and into the 
LPL computer room (RM 429E). 

To minimize friction in the cable it will be supported (which 
possible) by people carrying it at 10 to 15 foot intervals. 

2. The rest of the cable will then be unreeled from the spool as 
it is carried westward until the Steward Observatory (SO) 
end is off the spool. The end will then be carried back to 
the junction going north to SO. 

3. The SO end will then be carried/threaded from that junction 
into the SO computer room. 

The following rules must be followed to avoid damage to the cable. 

I. The optical fiber cable cannot be bent tighter than a six 
inch radius. 

There are minimum bend radii guides for mechanical protection 
at every turn the cable must make to enforce this 
requirement. This six inches bend radius guides are designed 
to be larger than the minimum radius of curvature 14.5cm. 
There will be a person at each of these points passing the 
cable around the guide to further reduce friction. 

II. The cable should not be pushed and pulled on. It should 
either be carried and supported or passed hand-over-hand. If 
it doesn't move, do not try to force it. 

3.3.2 Restriction of the Cable Location 

Some restrictions of the cable location make the most 

difficult part of installation of the fiber optic cable. The Physical 

Resource Department restricts the separation of the fiber optic cable 

with a certain distance from some of the other telephone cables and 

the electric power cables. The cable route runs through behind and in 

front of the pipes. At some difficult locations, the fiber optic 
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cable still has to get close to the hot steam pipes. Nevertheless, 

the high temperature (between 20°C to 50°C) does not cause a critical 

transmission problem, a proper protection for the fiber optic cable 

will have to do. At the high temperature locations, the fiber optic 

cable is surrounded by the soft fiber glass material in order to get a 

better insulation of the high temperature from the hot steam pipes. 

Host of the hot steam pipes are usually located along the west side of 

the tunnel all the way to the Steward Observatory (SO). 

Furthermore, fiber optic cable caution labels are put on as a 

kind of warning and care if some other people work in the tunnel. 

3.A Optical Fiber Connectors 

Fiber connectors are considered here to be distinguished from 

fiber splices, in that connectors are demountable. The Type A SMA 

style fiber optic connectors are used with the optical fiber cable in 

the optical fiber link. Figure 3.4 shows the physical sizes and the 

shapes of Type A and Type B SMA style fiber optic connectors. The 

basic difference between the two connectors is the plastic half-

sleeve on the stepped ferrule tip of the Type B connector. This step 

provides the capability of using a full length plastic sleeve to 

ensure good alignment of two connectors for an inline splice. The 

alignment techniques will be discussed in more detail in the next 

section. 

3.4.1 Connector Alignment Techniques 

The goal in any good connector design is to provide maximum 
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transfer of optical energy from one fiber to any other fiber in the 

same system. To achieve this, many parameters must be matched. One 

of the most demanding is the alignment of the core axis. 

All connectors can be classified as belonging to one of two 

classes: channel-centered or cone-centered. Each has its advantages. 

Since the channel-centered connectors are used in the fiber cable 

link, it is necessary to know more details. 

The channel-centered connector usually comprises precision 

ferrules or clustered precision rods with the fibers to be joined 

locked "on-axls" by one of several techniques; a common sleeve, rod 

cluster, or collet that aligns the ferrules. This is a conceptually 

attractive arrangement because it lends itself to simple, well-

established precision machining processes. Furthermore, the ferrules, 

or plugs, can be inserted to the point where they touch, making Index-

matching with transparent plastic particularly simple as discussed 

below. 

It is the absolute precision required that makes the channel 

alignment technique difficult. Typically multimode fiber cores are 

about 50/100 um (simplex/duplex) in diameter. A few micrometers 

displacement of their axis can significantly reduce the coupled power. 

Figure 3.4.1a shows the loss in dE versus normalized separation, 

offset, and angular misalignment. The need for close mechanical 

confinement of the connectors in their coupled state is perpetually In 

conflict with the need to permit relatively easy, wear-free insertion 

of the plug into the fiber channel. 

The cone-centered connector comprises two conical plugs with 
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the fibers centered therein and a biconical sleeve that receives and 

aligns the plugs. Conical plugs can be molded, an inherently 

inexpensive production process, and when inserted into biconical 

sleeve no wearing contact is made until the "moment of truth". A 

possible disadvantage is that the fiber and separation must be well 

controlled; the plugs "bottom" on the biconic sleeve rather than the 

plug ends. This may make provision of index continuity through the 

connector somewhat more difficult. A cone-centered connector is shown 

in Figure 3.4.1b. 

3.5 Summary of Fiber Qptic LAN 

The fiber optic network is actually a point-to-point 

connection between the host (MV/10000) and HP 39301A MUX, the HP MUX 

at the Steward Observatory and the HP MUX at the LPL through the fiber 

link, the LPL's HP MUX and the trunk cable and the trunk to 16 

terminals (refers to Figure 1.4b). The signal transmission between 

the host (MV/10000) and the SO's HP MUX is the RS-232/RS-422 signal 

conversion. It will be discussed more details in the next chapter. 

The data rate of the 500 meters fiber optic cable is 100 Mbps. It 

performs fast enough compared with the operation of two HP 

multiplexers (19.2 Kbps). According to the output configuration of 

the HP serial multiplexer, each RS-232C of the 8 output ports can be 

reconfigurated to two terminal connections. It totally provides 16 

terminal ports operating at 19.2 Kbps of each terminal which are 

located in the computer room 315 at the LPL. 

Since the network connection is not installed within the same 
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Figure 3.4.1b A Cone-centered Plug end Sleeve 



building, the network planning has to be taken care very carefully. 

According to the physical properties of the fiber optic cable, the 

cable installation has a lot of differences between the twisted-pair 

or coaxial cable and the fiber optic cable. Moreover, it makes even 

more difficult because the fiber optic cable is installed into the 

tunnel. Four of the fiber strands are used out of the 12 in this 

network. Two of the fiber are used for the connection between two HP 

39301A serial multiplexers, and connected to 16 terminals at the LPL 

end. The other two fibers are used for the connection between two DMA 

I/O board at the SO and LPL. Chapter 5 will discuss more in details. 



CHAPTER 4 

FIBER OPTIC SERIAL MULTIPLEXER (HP 39301A) 

4.1 Description of Fiber Ontlc MDXs 

A pair of HP 39301A Multiplexers interconnected with the fiber 

optic cable, may be used to extend up to 16 full duplex RS-232C/V.2A 

channels to 1km (3280 ft,)- Figure 4.1a shows a typical link 

configuration between a host CPU and a cluster of 16 terminal devices. 

The host is referred to the Data General MV/10000 Super Computer 

connected with the RS-232C/RS-422 Converter (see Section 4.4). 

This link provides an easy way to incorporate the advantages of 

fiber optic links into local area terminal communications. These 

advantages include immunity to electromagnetic electric motors, and 

freedom from static discharge and crosstalk. The fiber optic cable 

also provides security for data as it will not radiate electromagnetic 

signals. In volatile atmospheres, there is no need for special cable 

shielding because no spark can be generated by this totally dielectric 

mediiun. 

Each HP 39301A Multiplexer has eight RS-232C/V.24 connectors. 

Each connector has both Primary and Secondary Data channels available. 

This provides for a variety of possible configurations. These 

configurations include: sixteen independent asynchronous channels, 

eight independent asynchronous channels with handshake control lines, 

67 
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or eight independent synchronous channels with Data Terminal Equipment 

(DTE) supplied clock signals. The cables required to accomplish any 

combination of these connections are described in the Typical 

Configurations Section 4.1.2. 

Each of the Primary and Secondary Data channels may operate any 

asynchronous protocol up to 19.2 kbps. Each channel may be used 

independently with different protocols and data rates without 

adjustments to the Multiplexer. This is possible because the HP 

39301A MUX operates as a time division multiplexer, sampling each of 

the 16 data channels at a 200 KHz rate. This sampled data is 

serialized and transmitted in real time at a rate of 7 Mbaud over the 

interconnecting fiber optic cable to the companion HP 39301A. This 

serial data is then reconverted to 16 parallel channels and 

distributed to the respective Primary or Secondary Data channels. 

4.1.1 Specifications 

A system consists of two HP 39301A MUXs interconueeted with two 

channels of fiber optic cable. 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

System Bit Error Rate: One error in lOE+9 bits typical. 

Pulse Width Distortion: +/- 6 us maximum 
(Operated with RS-232C load of 3k ohms and 2500 pF) 

ELECTRICAL CHANNEL INTERFACE 

Electrical.- Conforms to EIA standard RS-232C Section 2 (CCITT 

V.24) for the assigned pins. 
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Electrical Connector: Female 25-pin submlniature "D". 

PIN ASSIGNMENTS (see Table 4,1.1) 

OPTICAL CHANNEL INTERFACE 

Transmitter Optical Output Flux: -13 dBm 
(50 uW) minimum at 820 nm. 

Receiver Optical Input Flux: -31 dBm 
(0.8 uW) minimum at 820 nm. 

Fiber Optical Port Connector: HFBR-4000 compatible. 
(HFBR-4000 installed on the fiber optic cables) 

INDICATORS AND SWITCHES 

AC Line Indicator: When ON indicates that AC power is on. 

Carrier Received Indicator: When ON, indicates that the MUX is 

receiving a modulated signal from the remote transmitter. 

Loopback Switch: In the TEST position, enables an electrical 

loopback at the interface between the multiplexer electronics and the 

fiber optic transceiver circuitry. The "Carrier Received Indicator" 

is disabled when this switch is in the TEST position. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Storage Temperature: -40 deg.C to +75 deg.C 

Operating Temperature: 0 deg.C to +55 deg.C 

Relative Humidity: 95% 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Size: 42.5 x 8.9 x 7.2 cm 
(16.5 X 3.5 X 2.85 inches) 
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Pin 
No. El A Rs-232-C CCITT V.24 Notes 

1 Protective 
Ground 

AA Earth 
Common 

101 1 

2 Transmitted 
Data 
(Primary) 

BA Transmitted 
Data 

103 3 

3 Received 
Data 
(Primary) 

BB Received 
Data 

104 4 

6 Data Set 
Ready 

CC Data Set 
Ready 

107 2 

7 Signal 
Ground 

AB Signal 
Ground 

102 1 

14 Secondary 
Transmitted 
Data 

SBA Transmitted 
Backward 
Channel 
Data 

116 3 

16 Secondary 
Received 
Data 

SBB Received 
Backward 
Channel 
Data 

119 4 

Notes: 

1. Pin 1 and 7 are internally connected. 
2. Pin 618 internally hardware "on" to +12V through a 316 ohm resistor. 
3. Data to HP 39301 A. 
4. Data from HP 39301 A. 

Table 4.1.1 Pin Assignments for HP 39301A 
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Weight: 2.2 kg (4.75 lbs) 

Power Requirements: 18 VA Maximum 

Power Cord Length: 2.3 m (7.5 ft.) 

REGULATION COMPLIANCE 

Safety: UL listed for EDP and Business Equipment. Submitted 

for CSA certification and lEC compliance for EDP and Business 

Equipment. 

RFI: In compliance with US FCC Regulations. Submitted for FTZ 

License. 

4.1.2 Typical Configurations 

Each RS-232C/V.24 connector on the HP 39301A Multiplexer can be 

interfaced to a variety of Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) by use of 

properly configured interconnecting RS-232C/V.24 data cables which are 

called Y Cables in this case. It is simple because the cable can be 

configurated into 2 channels which are Channel A and Channel B from 

each of the RS-232C/V.24 port of the HP MUXs. Each connector provides 

two independent full duplex asynchronous channels on the Primary and 

Secondary Data lines. Therefore, 16 total channels are available on 

any HP 39301A link. The Figure 4.1.2a and Figure 4.1.2b will describe 

the cable configurations for four typical DTE connections and the Dual 

Channel RS-232C/V.24 Adapter Cable respectively. 

Only one end of the full HP MUX is shown in each figure. The 

opposite end will be a mirror image in all case, therefore, two of the 

illustrated RS-232C/V.24 data cables (meaning one Y cable) will be 
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required to complete each link. Shielded RS-232C/V.24 cables are 

recommended in all cases to minimize radio frequency emissions. Any 

of the DTE configurations described may be intermixed and connected to 

a HP 39301A link simultaneously with the only limitation being that no 

more than 16 full duplex channels are available. 

For the asynchronous data only DTE, it is possible to connect 

one or two "Data Only" DTEs to each connector on the HP MUX. Figure 

4.1.2b shows the configuration for a single DTE connection utilizing 

the Primary Transmitted/Received Data pins on the HP MUX connector. 

This is called Y Cable which can be used to separately access both the 

Primary and Secondary Data channels on each HP MUX connector. Then 

two of the cables shown in Figure 4.1.2a can be used to extend these 

channels out to two separate "data only" DTEs. This Adapter or "Y" 

Cable will enable up to 16 "data only" DTEs to be connected to each HP 

39301A link. 

For the as3mchronous data plus handshake DTE, the Secondary 

Data channel on each HP 39301A connector can be used to establish this 

connection between the host CPU and the remote terminal, if a DTE 

requires that normal modem handshake lines be active for control 

purposes. Figure 4.1.2c shows one possible cable configuration using 

the Secondary Data channel to interconnect the DTE's Request to 

Send/Clear to Send handshake lines. Up to eight DTEs with handshake 

lines may be connected to a HP 39301A link in this way. Note that pin 

6, Data Set Ready, on each HP 39301A connector is hardwired "on" to 

+12V through a 316 ohm resistor. If the connected DTE does not 

require this signal, it may be eliminated from the RS-232C/V.24 data 
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cable. 

Although the HP 39301A does not provide a clock for synchronous 

data transmission, synchronous DTE may be interconnected by the HP 

39301A link if the DTE can supply the necessary clock signal. Figure 

4.1.2d illustrates the use of a HP 39301A connector's Secondary Data 

channel to accomplish this type of DTE connection. Up to eight 

synchronous data DTEs with their own clock lines may be connected to a 

HP 39301A link. 

4.2 Introduction of MUX's Operation 

The HP 39301A Multiplexer receives sixteen separate RS-232C 

serial bitstreams, combines them into a single serial biphase encoded 

bitstream which is then transmitted over an optical fiber to a second 

HP 39301A Multiplexer which converts the bitstream into sixteen 

separate RS-232C output channels. Each HP 39301A MUX contains all the 

circuitry necessary to perform both the multiplexing and 

demultiplexing functions. In addition, circuitry is contained to aid 

in interfacing to terminal equipment and to aid in troubleshooting in 

the event of a link failure. 

4.2.1 Theory of Operation 

The electrical block diagram of the HP 39301A Multiplexer is 

shown in the Figure 4.2.1. The output data streams from the 

demultiplexer are sampled versions of the input data streams. The 

multiplexer loads the contents of the sixteen RS-232C input lines into 

a sixteen bit shift register at a 200 kHz rate. These sixteen bits 
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are shifted into the biphase encoder which creates a serial stream of 

pulses containing information about both timing and data. The serial 

bitstream consists of pulses which are either 143 nsecs or 286 nsecs 

in length. Two short pulses represent a high level on the 

corresponding input line and a single long pulse represents a low 

level on the input line. A short pulse followed by a long pulse 

represents an illegal data pattern and is used as a asynchronization 

symbol to guarantee that the data corresponding to each input are 

demultiplexed to the proper output. 

4.2.2 Description of Data Coding 

The Figure 4.2.2 describes the data coding pattern. At the 

demultiplexer, the optical data stream is decoded into clock and data 

and fed into a shift register. When the synchronization symbol is 

detected, the data are loaded from the shift register into an output 

latch. The outputs are then converted to RS-232C electrical levels 

with standard integrated circuit translators. 

Since all sixteen inputs are sampled simultaneously and the 

outputs are latched simultaneously, the data skew between two channels 

is at most one sample period (5 usee) plus mismatches in delays of 

output drivers. This feature makes the multiplexer suitable for 

tram,mission systems in which control over skew between data is 

important, such as parallel bit streams and synchronous data 

transmission in which both clock and data are provided as inputs to 

the fiber optic multiplexer. 

The HP 39301A Multiplexer does no conversion of the input data 
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stream into a bit parallel format, hence the transmission is 

independent of baud rate and data format. The input need not 

represent asynchronous data, but can represent timing information 

(clock), a handshake signal (request to send) or a trigger voltage for 

a remote sensing and control application. 

4.2.3 Performance 

The upper bound of the bandwidth is limited by capacitive 

loading (including cable) on the RS-232 drivers and by the pulse 

distortion tolerance of the terminal equipment. In most cases, 

asynchronous data rates up to 20 kBaud over electrical cables of fifty 

feet provide acceptable distortion and synchronous data up to 20 kBaud 

will perform well if the terminal equipment can provide the clock. 

Distortion is independent of optical cable length within the 

specifications of the optical subsystem. 

4.3 Installation 

The HP 39301A Multiplexer and the interconnecting Fiber Optic 

Cable are designed for easy installation. It is recoimnended that the 

HP 39301A Multiplexer be securely mounted to protect the attached data 

cables. The HP 39301A is designed for surface or EIA standard 19 inch 

width rack mounting. Standard Rack/Surface Mounting Hardware supplied 

with each HP 39301A allows installation in a standard open rack or 

flush mounting on any convenient flat surface. Optional Recessed Rack 

Mounting Hardware (Option 001) allows mounting inside standard racks 

with closed doors without damage to the attached cables. 
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The Fiber Optic Cable required to interconnect the HP 39301A 

Multiplexers is available in several configurations. These 

configurations are detailed in Section 4.1.2 of this Chapter. Two 

channels of this cable are required to operate the link. This cable 

is suitable for installation in cable trays, conduits and ducts. The 

cable will operate in environments from -20°C to +85°C and 95% 

Relative Humidity. Standard cable installation techniques and 

equipment may be used with the minor precautions stated in the HP 

39301A Service Manual. The precautions include maintaining the 

minimum bend radius of 14.5cm and maximum tensile load of 300N (67 

lb.) per channel during installation. Figure 4.3 shows the physical 

limits of the Duplex Fiber Optic Cable. 

The RS-232-C/V.24 data cables required for connection to 

various Data Terminal Equipment are detailed in the Typical 

Configurations Section 4.1.2. It is recommended that shielded cables 

are used for these connections for maximum suppression of radio 

frequency emissions. These cables should be no longer than 15m (50 

ft.) for compliance with the EIA and CCITT Standards. 

4.3.1 Terminal Equipment Programming 

The HP 39301A as an extender interface for RS-232 signals 

appears as a modem connection and will extend a basic RS-232 three 

wire interface. The computer I/O should be configured for a three-

wire connection and programmed for the terminal device which is being 

extended. The terminal device should be wired for a hard wire 

connection. If control signals are required, modifications may be 
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DUPLEX FIBER OPTIC CABLE PHYSICAL LIMITS 

Bend Radius Limit 

14.5 cm minimum 

Pull Strength Limit 

2000 H maximum 
(see Table 3.1.3) 

Figure 4.3 Fiber Optic Coble Physical Limits 
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made at the connector to provide the required signals. See Appendix £ 

for connector wiring optionals and the list pin-out for special RS-232 

I/O cables. 

4.3.2 Site Preparation & Installation Instructions 

The Multiplexer must be rack mounted or surface mounted with 

the mounting flanges provided. For installation in an enclosed rack, 

optional extended mounting flanges are available. The optional 

extended mounting flanges recess the Mux to provide the correct bend 

radii for the cables. Cable routing to protect the fiber cable will 

minimize the possibility of snagging and excessive bending which could 

break the glass fiber. Depending on the system reliability 

requirements and repair time requirements, spare fiber cables can be 

installed and used if the primary cables are broken. The length of 

the fiber cable is about 400m. Also in conduit, junction boxes may be 

installed, terminating a main fiber cable and shorter fiber cables 

used to connect the HP 39301A to the junction box. Figure 4.3.2 shows 

the different conditions of the fiber cable inside the junction box. 

This would limit the maximum cable distance to a certain length. 

Thermal considerations must be considered when installing the Mux in 

an existing enclosed rack so as to not obstruct the designed air flow 

patterns. At the Steward Observatory side, the HP 39301A Multiplexer 

is mounted as rack mounting at the back of the Data General MV/10000 

computer. The other HP 39301A Multiplexer is mounted vertically 

inside a big metal box with the air flow slabs. The environment 

temperature of both sites is kept at about 20 °C. Besides, 



Junction Boxes 

Plan sufficient junction boxes to reduce 
pulling force through bends. 
Allow slack in junction boxes to reduce 
cable tension. 

Don't pull against sharp comers. 

Figure 4.3.2 Different Conditions of Fiber Cable 
Inside the Junction Box 
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installation will require selection of the mounting hardware for the 

HP 39301A Multiplexer depending on the material i.e., concrete, wood, 

or metal. 

4.4 RS-232/RS-422 Converter 

The RS-232/RS-422 Converter unit is installed at the back of 

the Data General MV/10000 computer in the Steward Observatory. The 

purpose of this design is to change the RS-232 signal level (which 

comes from the Adapter Cable of the HP 39301A Fiber Optic Multiplexer, 

see Figure 4.1.2a/b) to the RS-422 signal level. Since the ports from 

the back panel of the MV/10000 are used in the RS-422 standard, it is 

necessary to design a converter in order to interface the MV/10000 

computer with the signal from the Fiber Optic Multiplexer. The design 

reference is based on the Bipolar Microprocessor Logic and Interface 

Data Book, 1981. 

4.4.1 Description of RS-232/RS-422 Interface 

The most widely used standard for interfacing data terminal 

equipment and data communications equipment, is EIA RS-232C, issued in 

August 1969. The RS-232C electrical interface is a single-ended, 

bipolar-voltage, unterminated circuit. This specification is for 

serial binary data interchange over short distances (up to 50 feet) at 

low rates (up to a 20 Kiloband). It is a protocol standard as well as 

an electrical standard, specifying hand shaking signals and functions 

between terminal and the communications equipment. Single-ended 

circuits are susceptible to all forms of electromagnetic interference. 
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Noise and cross talk susceptibility are proportional to length and 

bandwidth. RS>232C places restrictions on both. It limits slew rate 

of the drivers (30V/us) to control radiated emission on neighboring 

circuits and allows bandwidth limiting on the receivers to reduce 

susceptibility to cross talk. The length and slew rate limits can 

adequately control reflections on unterminated lines, and the length 

and bandwidth limits are more than adequate to reduce susceptibility 

to noise. 

The EIA RS-422 is a differential, balanced voltage interface 

capable of significantly higher data rates over longer distances. It 

can accommodate rates of lOO Kiloband over a distance of 4000 feet or 

rates of up to 10 megaband. These performance improvements stem from 

the advantages of a balanced configuration which is isolated from 

ground noise currents. It is also immune to fluctuating voltage 

potentials between system ground references and to common mode 

electromagnetic interference. Figure 4.4.1 compares the driver output 

waveforms for the EIA RS-232C and RS-422 standard configurations. 

Since RS-232C has been in use for many years, RS-422 parameter values 

have been selected to facilitate an orderly transition from existing 

designs to new equipment, which is used in the Data General MV/10000 

computer system. 

4.4.2 Description of the Design 

Figure 4.4.2a shows one out of the four of the RS-232/RS-422 

Converter circuit diagram. The components and their functional 

descriptions are listed as follows: 



a) EIA RS-232C Generator Output. b) EIA RS<422 Generator Output. 
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Ain26LS31 - is a quad differential line driver, designed 
for digital data transmission over balanced 
lines. It meets all the requirements of EIA 
standard RS-422 and federal standard 1020. It 
is designed to provide unipolar differential 
drive to twisted-pair or parallel-wire 
transmission lines. The circuit provides an 
enable and disable function common to all four 
drivers. It has 3-state outputs and logical 
OR-ed complementary enable inputs. 

Am26LS32 - is a quad line receiver designed to meet the 
requirements of RS-422 and RS-423, and 
Federal Standards 1020 and 1030 for balanced 
and unbalanced digital data transmission. 
For Am26LS32, Input sensitivity is 200mV over 
the input voltage range of 7V. 

DSI488 - is a quad line driver which converts standard TTL 
input logic levels through one stage of inversion 
to output levels which meet EIA Standard No. RS-
232C and CCITT Recommendation V.24. 

DS1489 - is a quad line receiver designed to interface 
data terminal equipment (DTE) with data 
communications equipment. It is constructed on a 
single monolithic silicon chip, and a total of 
four separate receivers on a package. 

N7404 - is a plastic dip hex inverter. The reason for 
using the 7404 is to invert the output signal from 
the 26LS32 and 26LS31. In the inputs of the 
DS1488, the 5, 9 and 12 pins of the internal NAND 
gate are always high because of the +5V. 
Therefore, the output signals from the DS1488 (RS-

232c signal output) depends on the inverted logic 
signal from the 7404. 

All the chips are Jual-in-line package. Figure 4.4.2b shows 

the logic package layout of the above components. 

Two basic forms of operation are available for transmission of 

digital data over interconnecting lines. These are the single ended 

and differential techniques. 

The single-ended form uses a single conductor to carry the 
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signal with the voltage referenced to a single return conductor. This 

may also be the common return for other signal conductors. Figure 

4.4.2c(a). The single-ended form is the simplest way to send data as 

it requires only one signal line per circuit. This simplicity, 

however, is often offset by the inability of this form to allow 

discrimination between a valid signal produced by the driver, and the 

sum of the driver signal plus externally induced noise signals. 

A solution to some of the problems inherent in the single-

ended form of operation is offered by the differential form of 

operation. Figure 4.4.2c(b). This consists of a differential driver 

(essentially two single-ended drivers with one driver always producing 

the complementary output signal level to the other driver), a twisted 

pair transmission line and a differential line receiver. The driver 

signal appears as a differential voltage to the line receiver, while 

the noise signals appear as a common mode signal. The two signals, 

therefore, can be discriminated by a line receiver with a sufficient 

common mode voltage operating range. The Electronic Industries 

Association, EIA, has defined a number of specifications standardizing 

the Interface between data terminal equipment and data circuit 

terminating equipment based on both single-ended and differential 

operation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PARALLEL/SERIAL FIBER OPTIC MULTIPLEXER 

Figure 1 shows the portion of the Parallel/Serial Fiber Optic 

Multiplexer. The transmitter portion is used to transmit the signal 

from the fiber optic cable to the serial/parallel circuitry in order 

to concatenate the binary bits to a 16-bit data to the DMA I/O board 

of t-h« VICOM Image Processing Workstation. On the other hand, the 

receiver portion is used to break dovm the 16-bit data bits to 16 

single binary bits from the DMA I/O board of the VICOM Workstation to 

the optical fiber cable. The design is divided into two major 

portions on both sides: the Transmitter and the Receiver circuities. 

5.1 Fiber Qptlc Transceiver 

5.1.1 Logic Link System Design 

The transceiver circuit is divided into two portions which are 

the receiver and transmitter. The Figure 5.1.1a and b show the 

circuities of the Fiber Optic Receiver and Transmitter. The HFBR-

2404 Fiber Optic Receiver can be used to design fiber optic data link 

for distances to 2 kilometers at rates up to 50 MBaud. The FHBR-1A02 

Fiber Optic Transmitter allows the emitter to be driven at low current 

levels resulting in low power consumption and increased reliability of 

the transmitter. Typically, the Transmitter can couple -ll.SdBm of 
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optical power into the 100/140 van fiber optic cable. Figure 5.1.1c 

shows the view of the HFBR-2404 Receiver and the HFBR-1402 

Transmitter. These two components are compatible with standard SMA 

style connector and can operate with the 100/140 vun fiber cable (see 

Table 3.1.3). The Receiver contains a discrete PIN photodiode and a 

preamplifier IC. It is also easily identified by the dark grey color 

optical port. 

The Fiber Optic Receivers when used with the Fiber Optic 

Transmitter can be operated at a signalling rate of more than 50 MBd 

over a distance greater than 2,000 meters (assuming 6 dB/km cable 

attenuation, according to the Optical Cables Corporation). For 

shorter transmission distances, power consumption can be reduced by 

decreasing Transmitter drive current. Figure 5.1.Id shows the typical 

circuit configuration. Typically, the pulse width distortion is less 

than 25%. For example, if the Transmitter is drive current Ip = 30 

mA, R]̂  = 89 ohms. It is desired to economize on the power or achieve 

lower pulse distortion, then a lower driver current (Ip) may be used. 

The following example will illustrate the technique for optimizing Ip. 

EXAMPLE: Maximum distance required - 400 meters. From Figure 
5.1.1c the worst case drive current - 20 mA. From the 
Transmitter data Vp - 2.33V (max.). 

Vec - Vp 5 - 2.33V 
R]̂  - — - - 134 ohms 

Ip 20mA 

The optical power margin between the t3T)ical and worst case 

curves, Figure 5.1.1e(a) at 400 meters is 6.6 dB. To calculate the 
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worst case pulse width distortion at 400 meters, see Figure 5.1.1e(b). 

The power into the Receiver is P l̂ -17.4 dBm. (The 

data is according the System Performance Table 5.1.2 in the next 

section.) Therefore, the t3̂ ical distortion is 40 ns at 5 MBd. 

At a lower data rate, the transmission distance may be 

increased by applying bandwidth-filtering at the output of the 

Receiver (refers to Figure 5.1.1a); since noise is reduced as the 

square root of the bandwidth, the sensitivity of the circuit is 

proportionately improved provided these two conditions are met: 

a. input-referred noise of the follow-on circuit is well 
below the filtered noise of the Receiver 

b. logic comparator threshold is reduced in the same 
proportion as the noise reduction 

As an example, consider a link with a maximum data rate of 10 

MBd (e.g., 5 Mb/s Manchester); this requires a 3 dB bandwidth of only 

5 MHz. For this example (see Figure 5.1.1) the input-referred rms 

noise voltage of the follow-on circuit is 0.03mV. The equivalent 

optical noise power of the complete receiver (P̂ o) given by: 

Pno = [(Vno)^<VBo)+(VNI)2]0-VRP 

VjjO output noise voltage of the Receiver with no bandwidth 
filtering 

Vjjj = input-referred RMS noise voltage of the circuit 

B = filtered 3 dB bandwidth 

V = filtered 3 dB bandwidth 
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= unfiltered 3 dB bandwidth of the Receiver (25 MHz) 

= optical-to-electrical responsivity (mV/uW) of the Receiver 

Note that noise adds in an rms fashion, and that the square of the RMS 

noise voltage of the Receiver is reduced by the bandwidth ratio, B/Bq. 

From the receiver data (Electrical/Optical Characteristics) 

taking worst-case values, and applying NO bandwidth filtering (B/Bq = 

1):  

[(0.43)2+(0.03)2]0-5 mV 
PjjO •= = 0.094 uW or -40.3 dBm 

4.6 mV/uW 

To ensure a bit error rate less than 10'̂  requires the signal 

power to be 12 times larger (+11 dB) than the rms noise as referred to 

the Receiver input. The minimum Receiver input power is then: 

R̂MIN ̂  ̂NO ~ -29.3 dBm 

With the application of a 5 MHz low-pass filter, the bandwidth ratio 

becomes: 

B/Bq = 5 MHz/25 MHz = 0.2 

Note that 25 MHz should be used for the total noise bandwidth of the 

Receiver. Inserting this value of the bandwidth ratio in the 

expressions for Pjijo and PrmIn yields the results: 

PjjO •= 0.042 uW or -43.8 dBm and PrmiN ~ -32.8 dBm 

Given the Transmitter optical power P̂  = -16 dBm at Ip- = 60 mA, and 
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allowing a 3 dB margin, a minimum optical power budget of 13.8 dB is 

obtained: 

[-16 dBa - 3dB -(-32.8 dBm)] - 13.8 dB 

Using 8 dB/km optical fiber, this translates into a minimum link 

length of 1725 meters (typically link power budget for this 

configuration is approximately 17.2 dB or 3130 meters with 5.5 dB/km 

fiber). 

temperature range of -40®C to +85°C, the rise and fall times vary in 

an approximately linear fashion with temperature. Under worst case 

conditions, tj. and tf may reach a maximum of 26 ns, which translates 

to a 3 dB bandwidth of: 

The receiver response is essentially that of a single-pole system, 

rolling off at 6 dB/octave. In order for the receiver to operate up 

to 50 MHz even though its worst case 3 dB bandwidth is 13.5 MHz, the 

received optical power must be increased by 3 dB to compensate for the 

restricted receiver transmission bandwidth. 

The bandwidth is typically 25 MHz. Over the entire 

f3dB - 350/tj. - 350/(26 ns) - 13.5 MHz 

The components list of the Receiver and Transmitter: 

Resistors 
R1 
R2 
R3,4,7,8,17,18,22,23 
R5,6,9,10,15,16,24,25 
Rll, 12, 28, 29 
R13, 14, 21 
R19 
R20 

Part Description 
Resistor 51.1 Ohm; 1%; 1/8W 
Resistor 0 Ohm; Jumper Wire 
Resistor IK Ohm; 1%; 1/8W 
Resistor 510 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 220 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 820 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 180 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 270 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
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R26, 27 
R30, 35 
R31, 26 
R32 
R33 
R34 

Capacitor 
01,3,5,7,9,10.14,16-19 
024-28,31,32,34,36 
04 
06,8,20 

011,12,29,33 
02,13,15,35,37 
030 

Inductor 
LI,2 
L3 

Resistor 100 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 162 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 261 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 560 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 28.7 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
Resistor 10.5 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 

Part Description 
Oapacitor O.luf; 20%; 50V-; ceramic 
Oapacitor O.luf; 20%; 50V; ceramic 
Capacitor 25pf; 5%; 200V; ceramic 
Oapacitor O.Oluf; 20%; lOOV; 
ceramic 
Oapacitor 18pf; 5%; 200V; ceramic 
Capacitor 4.7uf; 20% 35V; tantalxim 
Capacitor 47uf; 20%; 8V; tantalum 

Part Description 
Inductor 2.7uH 
Inductor 4.7uH 

Diode 
ORl-6 
CR7 

Transistor 
Ql-3 

Part Description 
Diode 1N5711 
Diode LM113-1 

Part Description 
Transistor 2N5943 

Integrated Circuit Part Description 
U1 10 HFBR-2404 
U2,4 IC 10116 
U3 IC 10H350 
U5 10 HFBR-1402 . 

The printed circuit board layout is shown on Figure 5.1.If. 

5.1.2 System Test Set-up 

Equipment Needed 

1. Dual Power supply (HP 623613) 

2. 100 MHz oscilloscope (HP 1725A) 

3. Active oscilloscope probe and probe tip (HP 1120A/1122A) 

4. 10:1 divider for oscilloscope probe (HP 10241A) 

5. 50 MHz pulse generator (HP 8082A) 
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Parameter Symbol nin. Typ. llax. Unit Conditions 

ODtlcel Power Budget 
w/100/140 um Fiber OPBlOO 8 145 dB 

Tranamitter 
w/HFBR-300 Cable 

Date Rate 
SynchronDus dc 5 MBend 

Asynchronous dc 2.5 MBand 

Pnopegetion Delay 
LOW to HIGH tpHL 72 nsec = 250c 

Pr = -21dBm 

1 = 1.5 metre 

Propogetion Delay 
HIGH to LOW ^PHL 46 nsec 

= 250c 
Pr = -21dBm 

1 = 1.5 metre System Pulae Width 
Distortion W-<PHL 25 nsec 

= 250c 
Pr = -21dBm 

1 = 1.5 metre 

Bi t Error Rate BER 10-® 
Data Rate i 5 MBend 
Pr > -24 dB (4uWJ 

Note; -400c to +85°C 

Table 5.1.2 Performance of Transceiver System 
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6. Miscellaneous cables and connectors 

Procedure 

1. Connect fiber cable and edge card connector to the 
transceiver board. 

2. Adjust the power supply to +5V. Then connect to the 
transceiver board as shown in Figure 5.1.2. 

3. Adjust the pulse generator for TTL level square wave 
(+3V) with 5 nsec, edge transition time and then connect 
to the transceiver board. 

4. Use the oscilloscope with the active probe and 10:1 
divider to observe the input and output waveforms. Table 
5.1.2 shows the plerformance of the transceiver. 

Notes: 

1. The DATA OUT observed through the active probe exhibits 
overshoot at the rising edge. This overshoot will 
disappear if the output is loaded to the TTL input. 

2. Oscilloscope inputs should be terminated into 50 ohm. 

3. The active probe should be set on DC for lower data 
rates. The offset on the active probe should be off. 

4. The active probe is used to avoid reflection in the 
observed signal through impedance matching. 

5. It is recommended to clean the optical port of the fiber 
connectors with Acetone before connecting them to the 
transceivers. 

5.2 Parallel/Serial Transceiver 

5.2.1 Description of Receiver Design 

The parallel/serial receiver is used to receive 16 bits image 

data from the fiber optic receiver portion, then it concatenates with 
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the 16 bits to 1 16-bit data to the MV/10000 computer. Figure 5.2.1 

shows the parallel/serial receiver circuitry. The design is basically 

divided by several functional portions, such as Data/Clock Separator, 

Word Length Timer, Sync Pattern Detect, Lock-out Timer Control, two 8-

bit parallel-out serial shift registers, and the two 8-bit output 

latches. 

There are several bypass capacitors at the voltage output of 

fiber optic receiver in order to filter the noise picked up from the 

output junction. There are two data output at the fiber optic 

receiver which are the RXDAT* and RXDAT. The RXDAT* flag is the 

receive data flag to indicate the image data coming from the receiver, 

and the RXDAT is the actual image data going into the Data/Clock 

Separator. Once the data goes into the UlA (LS123), it takes 55 ns to 

re-trigger for one-shot of the data. The output of the UlA separates 

the data and the clock at its outputs. The data starts to enter U3 

and U4, which are a 8-bit parallel-out serial shift registers. The 

most significant bit enters first and shifts to the U4. The U7, Lock

out/Timer control, uses to lock out the bit at U4 and U3 according to 

each of the receive cycle. The Word Length Timer is to count 16 cycle 

from the pin 8 of the Control Timer, U7B. These functions are based 

on one synchronous 4-bit up/down counter, U8 and two J-K latches, U7 

and US. At the end of the 16 receive cycles, the data from two 8-bit 

serial-in/parallel-out registers will move to two 8-bit latches, Ull 

and U12. Data will sit right at two octal (8 bits) buffers, U21 and 

U22, waiting for MV/10000. The pin 49 at the output jumper is used to 

handshake with VICOM for the write cycle which is controlled by lOER" 
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signal flag with 0.5 us delay dealing with the U25B. It is because 

the VICOM DATAIN* flag needs to be waited for about 0.5 us. 

The components list of the parallel/serial receiver: 

Resisters Part Description 
R1 Resister 6.04K Ohm; 1%; 1/8W 
R2,4,5,8 Resister 180 Ohm; 1%; 1/8W 
R3,6 Resister 5.11K Ohm; 1%; 1/8W 
R9 Resister 5.IK Ohm; 1%; 1/8U 
RIO Resister 1.2K Ohm; 1%; 1/8W 

Capacitor Part Description 
CI,2 Capacitor O.lpf; 20%; 50V; ceramic 
C3,4,5,6 Capacitor 0.047uf; 20%; lOOV; 

ceramic 
C7,9,10,12 Capacitor 330pf; 5%; lOOV; ceramic 
C8 Capacitor 22pf; 20%; 8V; ceramic 
Cll Capacitor 220pf; 5%; lOOV; ceramic 

Integrated Circuit Part Description 
Ul,23,25 IC SN54LS123 
U2 IC SN54LS08 
U3,4 IC SN54LS164 
U5 IC SN54LS85 
U7,9,10 IC SN54LS73 
U8 IC SN54LS193 
Ull,12 IC SN74LS374 
U21.22 IC SN74LS244 
U26 IC 7047 
U27 IC SN74LS32 
U28 IC SN74LS240 

The circuit board is used the 3"x4" universal wire-wriping 

board. 

5.2.2 Description of Transmitter Design 

The parallel/serial transmitter is used to break down the 15-

bit image data from the VICOM's DMA I/O bus to 16 of binary bits in 

order to transmit through the fiber optic cable to the MV/10000 

computer. Figure 5.2.2 shows the circuitry of the fiber optic 
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parallel/serial Transmitter. 

When the VICOM needs to send a 16-bit data, it sets the 

DATAFLAG* low. The parallel/serial transmitter active the Timing 

Register U25A which will hold 100ns delay in order to wait for the 

first 16 bits to move into two 8-bit registers U13 and U14 (data 

latches, 2xLS374). At the U18A (LS123), it provides 620ns for the 

"send word" which the 16-bit shifts from two 8-bit registers to two 8-

bit shift registers. The U19A and U19B provide the load synchronizer 

for one shot, then the most significant bit (MSB) shifts to the PAL 

P16R4 (Programmable Array Logic), The output Q3 of the U17 (4-bit 

synchronous parallel shift register) provides a NRZ (Non-return to 

zero) serial data. The 4-bit parallel-access shift register is 

synchronously accomplished the shifting when the shift/load control 

input CP at pin 10 of U17 is high. Then, it waits with the DCLK, 

which is from the 2-phase clock generator U9B (which is a J-K latch), 

the RZ DATA will sjmchronize will the clock of the U19 moved to the 

HFBR-2402 fiber optic transmitter. The most significant bit (MSB) 

takes 0.9 us transmit time to the U17 (4-bit shift register). The two 

shift registers, U15 and U16, need to be clocked with the U19. It is 

because the least significant bit (LSB) of the first data have to be 

shift the U14 before the next MSB of 16-bit data move into the U13. 

The shift clock rate is 5MHz. Since U17 needs to take 0.9 ns to 

transmit time, it will take four shots of the load synchronizer U19. 

Therefore, it takes the minimum of 4.5 us for the Write Word. 

The components list of the parallel/serial transmitter: 
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Resistors Part Descriction 
Rl,5 Resistor 180 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
R2 Resistor 5.IK Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
R3 Resistor 100 Ohm; 5%; 1/8W 
R4 Resistor 5.6K Ohm; 1%; 1/8W 
R6 Resistor 56K Ohm; 5%; 1/8U 

Canacitor Part Descrintion 
CI.5,8 Capacitor 330pf; 5%; 200V; ceramic 
C2 Capacitor 33pf; 5%; 200V; ceramic 
C3,9 Capacitor 3. 3uf; 20%; lOV; tantaliam 
C4 Capacitor 0.047uf; 20%; 50V; 

ceramic 
C6 Capacitor 220pf; 5%; 50V; ceramic 
C7 Capacitor 22pf; 5%; 50V; ceramic 

Diode Part Description 
D1 Diode 1N4148 

Integrated Circuit Part Descrintion 
U6 SN54LS240 
U9 SN74LS73 
U13,14 SN54LS374 
U15,16 SN74LS165 
U17 SN74LS195 
U18 SN54LS123 
U19 SN54LS73 
U20 Saronix NCT 050C 
U24 PAL P16R4 

All the components are also installed on the same 3"x4" 

universal wire-wrapping board. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Current Status 

Currently, the VICOM image processing workstation consists of 

the following system components; 

1. Motorola 68000 based 12,5 MHz CPU 

2. A 9 in. streaming tape drive 

3. A 300 Mb removable CDC hard-disk subsystem 

4. A 26 Mb fixed/26 Mb removable CDC Lark cartridge/fixed 
subsystem 

5. A standard twelve fibers bundle of optical fiber link 
connecting the VICOM to a Data General MV/10000 located 
600 yards away. 

6. Running the Unix uucp protocol across some of the 
potential of the fibers. 

Work is currently under way to develop a DMA interface between 

the DATA General MV/10000 and out VICOM system via the optical fiber 

link running at 100 Mbps data rate. The brunt of the project involves 

the development of a special purpose piece of hardware to react to the 

DMA request interrupts, serially encode the requests (as presented 

onto the system bus in parallel), and transmit them over the optical 

fiber link. A mirror image of the hardware will reside at each end of 

the connection. In effect, this will enable large scale multi

processing systems to have their individual processors essentially at 

arbitrary physical distances from each other. The only bottleneck 
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being the sxim of the parallel-to-serial/serial-to-parallel transfers 

between conununicating nodes. As special purpose software and 

operating systems are required in order to take true advantage of this 

arrangement, planned projects are only limited to the high-speed 

transfer of data between the two systems. As the VICOM is not 

especially fast at floating point and array operations, the fiber 

optic link might prove useful as a sort of intermediate speed 

"floating point accelerator/array processor." While applications of 

this sort are still some time away in this particular system, it is 

easy to see that, once the optical fiber DMA link is active, it will 

process all of the functionality of any other common bus/shared memory 

multi-processor computer system and at comparable communication rates. 

6.2 Future Expansions 

Although the whole network system performs very efficiently at 

the present time, as a matter of fact, in order to accommodate natural 

growth, some future hardware changes/expansions are necessary. 

The CPU: 

Since the primary purpose of the VICOM system is the support of 

scientists and researchers interested primarily in image processing 

and other compute-bound processing; any hardware changes improving 

either the speed or functionality. Therefore, the CPU would be 

considered a good investment. Current plans include: 

The replacement of current 12.5 MHz MC68000 CPU with a MC 
68020 running at 16.667 MHz and also having Motorola's 
fast-floating processor on the same board. 
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- The purchase of a 'Sl̂  Warrior' array processor, capable 
of cararying out high-speed complex floating point 
operations on large arrays; working in parallel with the 
CPU. 

Mass Storage: 

Although the current system provides a large amount of 

removable storage the quantity or guaranteed, fixed storage is rather 

small, only 26 MBytes. While this is enough to support a minimal 

system, in order to provide each user with all of the tools and 

documentation available in Unix, each users must be partition off a 

piece in a 300 Mb disk pack and replicate a portion of data on each 

pack. While percentage of the pack used up by this data is relatively 

small, the difficulty of keeping this material current is significant. 

There are the following plans: 

- A medium sized, high speed Winchester disk subsystem to 
replace the fixed portion of our Lark drive as the main 
system disk. Since the performance of the Unix is 
closely related to the speed of it's disks, the faster 
the drive; the better. 

- As it is necessary to store many gigabytes of digital 
images from various spacecraft and telescope in as close 
to their original form as possible, NASA has begun a 
program to transfer their magnetic media archives to 
optical storage. One of plans is obtain a small (500-800 
Mb) CD-ROM device for the purpose of long term, 
efficient, storage as well as fast access. 

Couiinunications: 

Currently the fiber cable is only supporting the DMA interface 

and a multi-channel serial interface. There are plans to acquire 

Ethernet interface boards capable of utilizing the fiber cable instead 

of the usual coaxial cable. Since one of the goals of the department 
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is to give the laboratory access to some of the national high-speed 

computer networks and since both ARPANET and BITNET are accessible 

through the MV/10000 an Internet style network connection between the 

VICOM and the MV/10000 is necessary. While access is available by 

simply remotely logging into the MV/10000 via the serial ports here at 

the laboratory, it was desired that the VICOM be an actual end-node 

routed through MV/10000. There are plans for the CCITT to implement a 

campus-wide Ethernet based on fiber optic communications. The network 

could possibly be in excess of 1000 meters in length. There are plans 

to eventually connect the MV/10000 to this network. 



APPENDIX A 

POWER LAV - REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FIBER CORE 

We apply a simplified theory to single mode fibers whose cores 

have refractive index profiles belonging to an important special class 

- the power law profiles defined by the equation 

n2(r) 

P nĵ [̂l-2(r/a)S A ] for r < a 

_ n2̂  - nĵ (̂l-2A ) for r > a 

(A.l) 

with 'a' indicating the core radius, n̂  the refractive index value at 

r - 0, n.2 the refractive index of the cladding - the material 

surrounding the core, g is the exponent of the power law profile and 

is defined as 

2 2 

A - (A.2) 
2ni^ 

The refractive index profile defined by (A.l) describes a fiber with 

power law core in the region r < a and an infinitely extended cladding 

with constant refractive index n2. The figure A.l shows the 

normalized shape of the power law profile of the core for several 

values of the exponent g; g - oo corresponds to the step-index profile 
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If we get g - 2 and let the power law extend to infinity, 

instead of using n(r) - n2 for r > a, (A.l) describes the square law 

medium. When we use the infinitely extended square law medium 

r oo 2r^ 
1 + 2kQ̂  r( )n2(r) exp (-2r̂ /ŵ ) dr - 0 (A.3) 

i 0 w2 

we obtain for the Gaussian bean width parameter 
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a J~2 
w2 _ (A.4) 

niko 

and for the propagation constant 

2 JIK 
B2 - ( 1 ) (A.5) 

n̂ koa 

These solutions are indeed identical with Hermite-Gaussian (with p "0, 

q - 0). The parameter of the power law medium (A.l) were defined 

differently than those of the square law medium (square of the 

refractive index) 

n̂  - nô  - Honi (x2+y2) (A.6) 

to confirm with the standard notation. 



APPENDIX B 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF FIBER 

The most common type of boundary condition occurs when there 

are discontinuities in the dielectric constant. Such discontinuities 

exist, for example, if a glass lens is brought into the path of a 

light beam. We are interested only in boundary conditions for time-

varying fields (which are different from those of static fields), The 

desired boundary conditions are obtained from Maxwell's equations in 

integral form. These equations can be derived by integrating 

definition of the Maxwell's equations over an arbitrary area. 

Application of Stokes integral theorem leads to the following set if 

integral relations 

The unit vector n is directed perpendicular to the surface element dA, 

while dS point in a direction tangential to the curve S, which 

enclosed the surface A. 

Since the shape and position of the closed curve S are 

arbitrary, we are allowed to position it as shown in Figure B.l. The 

(B.l) 

(B.2) 
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Figure E.I lllustrstiDn of the integration path for the derivation 
of boundaru conditions. 

closed integration path along S is placed infinitesimally close to the 

boundary between two dielectric media with different values of £ . 

One part of the curve is located in medium 1, and the other in medium 

2. The sections of the path running parallel to the boundary are 

considered to be much shorter than the wavelength of the radiation but 

still very long compared to the path sections that cross the boundary 

to close the integration path. In fact we shrink these latter path 

sections to zero length. The area enclosed by the curve thus becomes 

vanishingly small, and the right-hand side of (B.l) and (B.2) can be 

set equal to zero. The values of E and H on the short but finite path 
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section running entirely in one or the other medium can be taken as 

constant, so that we are allowed to write 

{(Ht)i - (Ht)2)̂ S - 0 

{(Et)i - (Et)2} - 0 

The subscript t indicates that the components tangential to the 

boundary appear in these equations. The length of the infinitesimal 

integration path section in either medium is indicated by AS. The 

desired boundary conditions for the tangential field components follow 

immediately 

(Ht)i - (Ht)2 (B.3) 

(Et)i - (Et)2 (B.4) 

The physical meaning of (B.3) and (B.4) is that the 

tangential components of the E field as well as of the H field must be 

continuous at the boundary. These boundary conditions, together with 

those at infinity discussed earlier, are used to select those 

solutions of Maxwell's equations which fit the particular physical 

problem under consideration. 

The boundary conditions for the normal components of D and B 

that follow from the divergence relations are likewiss not independent 

but are already contained in Maxwell's equations. The boundary 

conditions for the normal components of D and B are therefore 

automatically satisfied if the relations (B.3) and (B.4) hold. Only 

for static magnetic and electric fields are the boundary conditions 

for the normal components independent of those for the tangential 
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components. Equations (B.3) and (B.4) are the only boundary 

conditions at discontinuities in the dielectric media which we need to 

consider. 



APPENDIX C 

ORTHOGONAL SET OF MODES 

The modes of the slab wavelength as well as the round optical 

fiber modes are orthogonal among each other. Instead of proving the 

orthogonality relations by direct calculation, we provide a general 

proof that holds for all systems of cylindrical symmetry. The term 

"cylindrical symmetry" implies only that the modes do not change 

(except for phase) along the axis of the system. 

Using the time dependent we can write Maxwell's 

equations as follows 

Assume that the electric and magnetic fields belong to individual 

modes of the structure, which we label with indices v and )x. We apply 

(C.l) to mode v, and multiply the complex conjugate of this equation 

Subtraction of the two resulting equations and integration leads to 

the expression 

V X H -= iw£E (C.l) 
and 

V X E - -iw)ioH (C.2) 

with Ê . Equation (C.2) is applied to mode and multiplied with 

-Hv*-(V xEji)dxdy (C.3) 
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This relationcan also be written in the following way 

r oo f oo 

iw (£Ê -Ev* - UoHji-Hv*)dxdy - - V-(Hv*xEji)dxdy (C.4) 
J -oo J -oo 

The z dependence of the nodes is given by so that (C.4) can 

be expressed as 

f O O  r  
iw ( Ê -EV* - UoHji-Hv*)dxdy - 1(6̂  - \ (Hv*xÊ )2dxdy 

/ -OO J -OO 

1 
oo 

Vt-(Hv*xEu)dxdy (C.5) 
oo 

The operator V ̂  is the transverse part of the operator . The 

integration is extended over the infinite cross section in the x, y 

plane. We can apply the divergence theorem to the second integral on 

the right-hand side of (C.5) 

I Vt-(H*xEji)dxdy - J (Hv*xEji)-nds (C.6) 

The line integral on the right-hand side is extended over an 

infinitely large circle C whose outward normal is n. If one or both 

of the modes are guided modes of the waveguide, its field strength at 

infinity vanishes, and the integral on the right-hand side of (C.6) is 

zero. However, the integral vanishes also if both modes are radiation 

modes of—the structure. This fact can be made plausible in the 

following way. The radiation modes are oscillatory as functions of x 

and y. We can argue that the orthogonality relations for radiation 

modes are only useful if they appear under an integral with respect 

to one of the mode labels v and )i. (The mode labels for radiation 
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modes are contlnous variables.) For v - jj, an integration over an 

infinitesimal region of v or )i must result in the vanishing of any 

oscillatory expression that contains infinitely large factors (x and 

y) in its argvunent. 



APPENDIX D 

BENDING LOSSES 

Our mathematical treatment of the problem of bending losses is 

based on the realization that, for very slight bends, the field 

distribution and phase velocity near the waveguide core must be nearly 

the same as for the straight waveguide. However, we also know the exact 

form that the wave field must assume because of its cylindrical symmetry 

with the center of curvature as the center of a cylindrical coordinate 

system. We use the coordinate system shown in Figure D.l. 

Figure D.l Coordinate system used to describe the 
radiation losses of a bent slab wavelength 
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The y-axis (this axis is commonly called the z-axis) of the 

cylindrical coordinate system is directed out of the plane of the 

drawing. The solution of Maxwell's equations in cylindrical polar 

coordinates is given as follows 

Ey - B (D.l) 

H - B (D.2) 
k r o 

„ . (D.3) 
cp k 1/  ̂2 o 

o 

we have k̂  - , and assume that there is no y dependence. This 

field solution holds only for r > b outside the waveguide core. In 

the core, the field is a superposition of Hankel functions of the first 

and second kind, while the field outide the core for r < a is given by 

the Bessel function Ĵ Cngk̂ r). The prime on the Hankel function in 

(D.3) indicates its derivative with respect to the argvunent n̂ k̂ r. The 

choice of functions is dictated by the requirement that the field must 

decay exponentially in the direction of increasing r for r > b and 

must become a traveling wave moving in the direction of positive r for 

r » b . The Hankel function of the second kind satisfies both of these 

requirements. Since no such restriction exists inside the waveguide 

core, both Hankel functions of the first and second kind must be used, 

or, alternately, we could use the Bessel and Neumann functions. For 

r < a , we must use a cylinder function that does not have a singularity 

at r - 0 . The only function that satisfies this requirement is 

Ĵ (n2k̂ r). The order niomber v of the cylinder function need not be an 

integer in this problem, since we need not require that the functions be 
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periodic in variable tp with period 2w. We do not need the field 

solutions inside the fibre core and for r < a for our puiT)ose. 



APPENDIZ E 

OFTIONALS FIN-OUT OF IIS-232C 

Mi. n»-s32 CASLE iNTERCONNECT OIA@RAMS 
ASYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSMISSION 

DTE 

Male 

CABLE 
13242 M 

DCE 
39301A 

Male 

Protective Ground 
Data Out 
Data In 

Data Set Ready 
Signal Ground 

1— 1 AA Protective Ground 
2 1^2 BA Transmitted Data 
3-*— 3 BB Received Data 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 CO Data Set Ready 
r— 7 AB Signal Ground 
B 6 
9 9 

10 10 
11 11 
12 12 
13 13 
14 14 8BA B^ndary Transmitted Data 
15 15 
16 16 SBB Secondary Received Data 
17 17 
18 18 
19 19 
20 20 
21 21 
22 22 
23 23 
24 24 
25 25 

e6«j|:;&URAT90N ĝ ÔMHATION 

Configure terminal for hardwire operation. 

NOTE: DTE may require plr» 2 and 3 of cable eroased If DTE Data Out Is 
en pin 3. 
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ASYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSMISSION 

DTE 

Male 

Protecth« Ground 
Data IN 
Dsts CUT 

Data Set Ready 
Signal Ground 

CABLE 
13242G 

1— 1 AA 
2"  ̂ BA 
3—  ̂<-3 BB 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 CC 
7 7 AB 
e 6 
9 9 

10 10 
11 11 
12 12 
13 13 
14 14 SBA 
15 IS 
16 16 SBB 
17 17 
18 18 
19 19 
20 20 
21 21 
22 22 
23 23 
24 24 
25 25 

DCE 
39301A 

Male 

Protective Ground 
Transmitted Data 
Received Data 

Data Set Ready 
Signal Ground 

Secondary Transmitted Data 

Secondary Received Data 

CONFIGURATION INFORMATION 

Configure terminal for hardwire operation. 

NOTE: DTE may not require pins 2 end 3 of cable crossed if DTE Data Out 
is on pin 2. 



MYNCHROÎ US DATA WITH HANOtHAKMO TRANnilTTED 

DTE 

Protective Ground 
Data Out 
Data In 
Request to Send 
Clear to Send 
Data Set Ready 
Signal Ground 

CABLE 

1 -
2 -
3-
4-
5-
6 -
7-
8 
e 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

AA 
BA 

•3 68 
4 
5 

-6 CC 
-7 AB 

DOE 
39301A 

Protective Ground 
Transmitted Data 
Received Data 

Data Set Ready 
Signal Ground 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Wl4 SBA 
15 

L-ie SBB 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Secondary Transmitted Data 

Secondary Received Data 

CONFIGURATION INFORMATION 

NOTE: DTE may require pins 2 and 3 of cable to be crossed If DTE Data 
Out is on pin 3. 
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•YNCHRONOUt CLOCK AND DATATRANMinStlON 

DTE CABLE DCE 

Protective Ground 1 1 AA Protective Ground 
Data Out 2 —•2 BA Transmitted Data 
Data In 3*- 3 BB Received Data 

4 4 
S 5 

Data Set Ready 6 6 CC Data Set Ready 
Signal Ground 7 7 AB Signal Ground 

e B 
9 9 

10 10 
11 11 
12 12 
13 13 
14 r^14 SSA Secondary Transmitted Data 
15 
16 ^16 SBB Secondary Received Data 

Receiver Signal 17-̂  
Timing (DCE source) 18 / 19 / 

20 / 20 
21 J I 21 
22 22 
23 f 23 
24 / 24 

Transmission Signal 25 —' 25 
Timing (DTE source) 

CONFIGURATION INFOfUIATION 

Recommended maximum dock frequency for synchronous operation Is 
20 kHz. 

NOTE: DTE may require pins 2 and 3 of cable to be crossed If Data Out Is 
on pin 3. 



•ECONDARY SiUI A CHANNELS PROVIOE A16 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER 

TO 
DTE A 

Protective Ground 
Data Out 
Data In 

Data Set Ready 
Sfgnal Ground 

1 — 
2 — 
a-*-
4 
5 
6 — 
7 — 
B 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

CAILE 
S120-3569 

TO 
OCE 

39301A 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 -
7-
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14-
15 
1 6 -
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

TO 
OTEB 

. 1 
2 

- 3 
4 
5 

. 6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
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Protective Ground 
Data Out 
Data tn 

Data Set Ready 
Signal Ground 

CONFIGURATION 
MFORMATION 

The "Y" cable adapter has a 
male RS-232 connector that 
plugs Into the 39301A and 
two female connectors at the 
DTE interface. 
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